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Abstract. This paperexplains why a softwaremanufacturermay permitlimited piracy of its
software. Piracy can be viewed as a form of price discriminationin which the manufacturer
sells some of the softwareat a price of zero. In the presence of significantnetworkexternalities for the software, it may be profit maximizing for the softwaremanufacturerto tolerate
piracy by home consumers,most of whom have a low willingness to pay. This can increase
the demand for the softwareby business users. JEL Classification:L2
Profits en se laissant pirater. Ce m6moire explique pourquoi un manufacturierde logiciel
peut permettreun degr6 limit6 de pirateriede son logiciel. La pirateriepeut etre consid6r6e
comme une forme de discriminationpar les prix dans laquelle le manufacturiervend une
quantit6de logiciels au prix z6ro. S'il y a des externalit6simportantesde reseau pour le
logiciel, il peut s'agir d'une strat6giede maximisationde profitpour le manufacturierque de
tol6rerla pirateriepar des utilisateursdans leur foyer, puisque la plupartont une propension
a payerassez faible. Voila qui peut augmenterla demandepour le logiciel par les utilisateurs
du monde des affaires.

1. Introduction
News stories lamentingthe large amountof software piracy in Canadaand worldwide have become a regular feature of North American media. Software manufacturers, through their trade organizations, release statistics asserting that huge
damage is inflictedon their businesses by the illegal use of software.The Business
Software Alliance claims that the industryloses '$13 billion per year, $35 million
per day, and $407 per second from softwarepiracy' (Newsbytes,3 Jan. 1995). The
CanadianAlliance Against Software Theft argues that 59 per cent of all software
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used in Canada is illegal, costing the industry $316 million (Canadian) per year
(Financial Post, 28 May 1994). Accordingto ComputerReseller News, 35 per cent
of business software in the United States is pirated(7 Nov. 1994, 148(1)).
These numbers,which are enormousrelative to the size of the industry,suggest
a large gap in the enforcement of copyrightlaw. It would seem that the amount
that the software industryis spending on enforcementand preventionis far below
the optimal level. The scope of the problem appearsto call for large investments
in anti-copyingtechnology and enforcementof copyrightlaws. However, software
manufacturerscontinueto spend only a small portionof their total productioncosts
on anti-piracymeasures. Indeed, evidence can be found to assert that software
manufacturerslend their tacit approvalto piracy. For example, some companies
allow fully functional evaluation versions of commercial products to be freely
downloaded from the World Wide Web. In other words, the tough talk of the
softwaremanufacturersis not being backed up by action.
Given this seemingly illogical allocationof resourcesby softwaremanufacturers,
a fresh perspective on the software market seems necessary. Why do software
manufacturesfind this low level of anti-piracyspending, with its accompanying
high level of piracy, to be optimal? In this paper we examine the possibility that,
under certain circumstances, manufacturersmay be better o-ff with piracy than
without.'

This paper identifies two features of the software market (other than costly
enforcement)that,in combination,can lead manufacturersto wink at limited piracy:
1. There are significant network externalities in software consumption (Gandal
1994, 1995; Shurmer1993; Churchand Gandal 1992).
2. Different consumer groups vary substantiallyin their willingness to pay for
software. In addition, they have different likelihoods of being caught pirating
and differentpenalties if they are caught.
In the remainderof the paper, we discuss how networkexternalities and price
discriminationcan be combined to explain the optimizing behaviour of software
manufacturers.We create a simple model that explains the seemingly low expenditures of manufacturerson anti-piracymeasures.Two widely known software products are then discussed in the context of the model, and the evidence supporting
the basic premises of the theory is examined.
2. Network externalities
A networkexternalityarises whenever the value of a productto consumers is positively related to the number of people using the product (David 1985; Katz and
Shapiro 1985). These externalities can generally be divided into two types: direct
and indirect. Direct network externalities, as the name suggests, occur when the
1 A similar issue is addressedfrom a purely empirical perspective in Givon, Mahajan,and Muller
(1995).
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positive benefit of the externalityis generateddirectly by the increased numberof
users of the product. The most obvious examples of this are communicationnetworks such as e-mail systems. The more people on the Internet,the more valuable
e-mail is to its users, because there are more people who can be contacted.
Indirect network externalities occur when some second-roundor after-market
effect of an increasing user base increases the value of the product, for example,
automobilesand automobile service technicians.The greaterthe numberof people
who own a specific automobile,the more expertise will be availablewhen it comes
time to repairit. The increased value is not generateddirectly by the increase in
the numberof car owners, but ratheris caused indirectly when more car owners
increase the availabilityof after-marketservice.
Networkexternalitiesare an importantfeatureof the computersoftwaremarket.
Because people often wish to exchange data files, softwareexhibits direct network
externalitiesin the form of a communicationsnetwork.For example, Wordperfect
was more valuable when it was the de facto standardformat for interchanging
word-processingdocuments in the business environment.2Word processors that
could not read and produce documentsin this formatwere less valuable,regardless
of other features.
An importantindirect network externalityin the computer software market is
the availabilityof after-marketproducts and services. For some types of software
a large markethas developed to supply computermanuals, trainingseminars, and
product supportto the user base of a particularbrandof software. In addition,for
many marketsegments, the availabilityand qualityof add-on productshas become
a crucial determinantof the value of software.Productslike plug-ins for Netscape
Navigator and macro packages for Lotus 1-2-3 add extensive functionalityto the
base softwareand are often designed so that they work only with specific brandsof
software. All these products enhance the value to consumers of the software.The
more people who use a specific type of software, the larger will be the supply of
these after-marketproducts, which in turn will increase the value of the software.
Perhapsthe most importantindirectnetworkexternalityin the computersoftware
market is generatedby knowledge of how to use software. Because of the complexity of many types of software, a significantinvestmentin time and resources
is often necessary in order to master a product.The more popular a specific brand
is, the more expertise there will be available on how to use it. More important
for our model, this knowledge is tied to the individual user and can be costlessly
transferredbetween the home and the work environment.A person who uses Wordperfect to do word processing at home will need less trainingand be more efficient
if he or she also uses Wordperfectin the office.
The importanceof product knowledge for the valuation of computer software
is evident from the database and spreadsheetmarketsof the early 1990s. Dbase
and Lotus 1-2-3, respectively, were the dominantplayers in these marketsegments
throughmuch of the first decade of the personalcomputer.By 1990 these products
2 Justjoking; this paper was writtenin TEX.
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were dominatedboth in features and in price by new marketentrants.Yet despite
the superiorityof theirrivals,the veteransmaintaineda large shareof the marketfor
severalyears.Effortsby the new entrantsto capturenetworkexternalitiesby making
their productsfile compatiblewith that of the industryleaders proved insufficient.
The decisive factor for many purchasershad little to do with price, features, or
even file compatibility.From the perspective of a large organization, 'The cost
of a transition,retrainingan entire organization,and rewriting applications, very
likely outweigh whethera package can tum a spreadsheetinto an outline' (Parker
1991). Of course, the superiornew entrantsdid win out in the end. The fact that
the older companies could continue for years to generate huge revenues based on
past successes, however, shows the importanceof knowledge networkexternalities
in the computersoftwareindustry.3
3. Price discrimination
Distinct groups of customers differ dramatically in their willingness to pay for
software. To make this notion concrete, we identify two distinct groups of consumers:business consumersand home consumers.For many softwareapplications
most home consumers have a lower willingness to pay than business consumers.
Network externalitiesare also more significantfor business consumersin many applications. A business gains, for instance, when a newly hired employee is already
familiarwith the softwarethe business uses. Finally, it is far more difficult to catch
and punish home consumers who pirate than delinquentfirms: firms are easier to
monitorand greaterpenalties can be exacted from them if they are caught pirating.
If softwaremanufacturerscould price discriminatebetween business and home
consumers and enforcementwas not prohibitivelycostly, then it would be optimal
to invest significant resources in order to prevent piracy. Price discriininationin
the software market is difficult, however, because it is difficult for the most part
to segregate pools of potentialbuyers. Tolerated,limited piracy can be seen as an
alternativemethod of discriminatingbetween pools of buyers.
One can view tolerated piracy as a type of price discriminationin which the
manufacturersells some of the software at a price of zero. It may be optimal for
a softwaremanufacturerto encouragelimited piracy,because networkexternalities
are created by both legal and illegal consumption of software. Software piracy
acts to increase the size of the network, as well as increasing the availabilityof
after-marketproducts and services. Perhapsmost important,a pirate's knowledge
of how to use a softwareproductcan later be applied to the legal softwaremarket.
These externalitiescan be interpretedas allowing manufacturersto earn a positive
marginalrevenue from a productbeing sold at a price of zero.
3 There is clear evidence that the software manufacturersunderstandthe importanceof these knowledge networkexternalities.In particular,Lotus engaged in a protractedand unsuccessful legal
battle in an attemptto preventBorland from copying the Lotus 1-2-3 user interface(see, e.g.,
Thomson 1996). It would be difficult to argue that this user interfacehas any value to either
company other than throughthe large number of people who have invested time in learning it.
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There are two countervailingforces acting on the profitabilityof software when
piracyexpandsor contracts.When piracyincreases,the numberof payingcustomers
is reduced,decreasing the profitabilityof the softwaremanufacturer.Owing to the
positive networkexternality,however, an increasein piracy also increasesthe value
of the productto others. If it is possible to increase the numberof people who are
piratingby a large margin while decreasing the numberof paying customers only
slightly, an increase in piracy may increase the software manufacturer'sprofits.
Hence, if networkexternalitiesare sufficientlygreat, it might be profitmaximizing
for the softwaremanufacturerto toleratelimited piracyby home consumersin order
to increase the demand for software by business consumers.
4. The model
A single monopolist softwaremanufacturerhas two distinct marketsfor its product:
home consumers, whom we index by 6, and business consumers, whom we index
by a. The software manufacturer'smarginalcost of productionis assumed to be
zero. The total measure of potential consumers is normalized to one, and it is
assumed that fraction ,u are potential business consumers, and fraction(1 - ,u) are
potentialhome consumers.
Home and business consumers differ in two respects. Both the network externalities and the costs of piracy for business consumers are greater than they are
for home consumers. This fact is modelled simply by assuming that network externalitiesexist only for business consumers and that software manufacturerscan
costlessly impose piracy costs on business consumers but must expend resources
to impose piracy costs on home consumers.
It is assumedthat the value business consumera derives from the softwarewhen
there are N = NH + NB total users of the software is given by
VB(N,(x) =

O+ON,

(1)

where 0 E (0,1) representsthe networkexternality.In turn,the value derived from
the software by home consumer6 is given by
VH(N,6)

= 6.

(2)

For simplicity, both home and business direct valuations are assumed to be distributeduniformlyon the interval[0, 1]. This implies that marketdemandfunctions
for the two groups are linear.
The software manufacturercan impose an expected cost of piracy ZH _ 0 on
home consumers who choose to use the softwarewithoutpurchasingit. The cost to
the software manufacturerof imposing a piracy cost ZH on the home consumer is
assumed to be independentof the numberof units sold and describedby the linear
enforcementcost function C(ZH) = CZH. Further,it is assumed that the software
manufacturercan costlessly impose an expected piracy cost of ZB on business
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consumers. Given the valuationand cost structure,the software manufacturerwill
maximize profits in all cases by setting the cost of piracy to business consumers
above the equilibrium price. This implies that businesses will always choose to
purchasesoftware ratherthan to pirate.
The key features of the parameterizationare that both networkexternalitiesand
piracycosts are greaterfor businessconsumers.The qualitativeresultnow detailed-if networkexternalitiesare sufficientlygreat,then softwaremanufacturerswill wink
at piracyby certaingroups of consumers- holds in less parameterizedformulations
of the economy. The networkexternalitiesmake it profitablefor piracy to be used
as a form of price discriminationin which the manufacturerreceives a price of zero
from consumers in one market.Specific parametricassumptionsare made only to
obtain closed-form solutions and to ease comparativestatic analyses.
To simplify exposition, we divide the firm's optimizationprobleminto two cases
based on the relationshipin equilibriumbetween the cost of piracy and the price.
In the first case, the software manufacturerfinds it worthwhile to set ZH < P
so that consumers find it less expensive to pirate the software than to purchaseit.
In the second case, the software manufacturerprevents piracy entirely by setting
zi

> P*

4. 1. Piracy

Given that ZH < P*, a home consumer 6 will pirate if and only if its valuation
exceeds the expected cost of piracy.The marginalbuccaneeris given by
6 -ZH -Z,

(3)

so that the total measure of pirates is
(1 -

NH

)dH-(1

-

)(1-Z).

(4)

Since the expected cost of piracy for business consumers is prohibitive, any
business consumer wanting the software will purchase. A business consumer a
purchasesthe softwareif and only if VB(N,a) exceeds the price, P*. The marginal
business purchaser,(*, is given by
max {O. P -O(NH + NB)},

(X-(P)

(5)

so that the measure of legal consumers is
NB-

j

jdB-1-(l

-

a*(P)).

(6)

Substitutingfor NH and NB and solving for a*(P) yields
a*(P) = max{O

(1_ Z+fZ)

(7)
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The softwaremanufacturer'sprofit in the piracy case is then given by
))-cZ

-

PidB

-611

(i

PtPdB -C(Z)

Pu

-

-Z

+1Z)

if P>O(-Z+uZ)

(8)

otherwise.

cZ

It is intuitively clear that, since we have ruled out any home consumerspaying
for the software,the softwaremanufactureroptimally sets Z*- 0 in this case, both
to minimize enforcement costs and to increase the effects of the network externality.This is confirmedby the Kuhn-Tuckerconditionsfor the profit-maximization
problemwith respect to Z. Further,we can see that it will never be optimalto set a
price such that P < 0(1 - Z + HZ), since in this case the manufacturercan increase
the price withoutlosing any customersand therebyguaranteea largerprofit.Using
these results and the first-ordercondition with respect to price, we solve for the
profit-maximizingprice when piracy is feasible:
(1

1

otherwise

0

which simplifies to Pp - max{0, (I + 0(1 -p))/21.
Substitutingthe profit-maximizingprice and piracy cost into the profit function
yields maximized profits:
[H(i+

0(1_P))

4(

7r

0p

-O)

2

.

ifo0 <

1

(10)

otherwise

The second case correspondsto the situationwhere the manufacturersets prices
to a level that induces all potential business consumers to purchasethe software.
Inherently,this case is less interestingthanthe case where some business consumers
choose to purchaseand some do not. We suppose for the remainderof the paper
that network externalities are not so large, that is, we assume that 0 < 1/(1 + P).
The qualitativeresults of the paper extend to the case where networkexternalities
are larger, so that allowing piracy is even more profitable.4
4 To see why the main result holds even when all business consumerschoose to purchase,consider
a value of 0 > 1/(1 + i'). At this level, increases in the networkexternalitydo not increase the
quantitydemandedby paying customers, but they increase the price that the manufacturercan
obtain. Conversely,since home consumers are not affected by the externality,their valuations
are unchanged.Revenues are maximized by charging a price equal to 0 earning revenues Ottby
toleratingpiracy,ratherthan attemptingto preventpiracy and charginga price less than one to
induce a few home consumers to purchase.
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4.2. No piracy
Now examine the case where the expected cost of piracy for home consumers
exceeds the equilibriumprice. The marginalhome consumer, who now purchases
software, is given by 5*(P) = P, so that the measure of home consumers who
purchasethe software equals
NH

f (1

-

)dH=(1-

)(

(11)

-P).

The marginalbusiness purchaseris determinedjust as it is in the no piracy case:
paP(1

p+

(12)

P)

Total profits now equal
P(l -

APpdB +

)dH - QCZ)=

(

1- Oi

)-cZ.

Z

(13)

The profit-maximizingprice is obtainedby maximizingtotal profits with respect to
P and Z, subjectto the constraintthatZ _ P. It is easy to show that the constraint
will bind - the software manufacturerwill avoid extra costs by setting Z at the
lowest level that will preventpiracy.The profit-maximizingprice, PNP is given by
(1 -c +9[c).

PNP=

(14)

In turn, maximized profits equal
*

-

(1-c+O

NP

4(1 -

PC)2

(5

p)

5. Analysis
PROPOSITION 1.

There exists a critical level of networkexternalities, 0*, such that
thefirm eams greater profitsfrom permittinghome consumersto pirate thanfrom
preventingpiracy if and only if 0 > 0*. As a function of the marginal enforcement
cost and thefraction of business consumers,H*is given by
0*(C,
P)

ASlc

/1

/

(16)

Proof Solve
7r* *7r

XP

1NP

f(1+
(
O(l-_j))2
4=
Op

_(1-c+OuC)2

4=

- Op7)

O.

(17)
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TABLE I
Comparativestatics
Partialderivatives
Value
7r*-7r*p
PP*- PNP
-

QP* QNP
Q

0

c

i
+

+

+

+

+

+

-

-

+

+

NOTES:
0 representsthe intensityof the networkexternality,c is the parameter of the linearenforcementcost function,and At is the proportion
of potential business consumersin the economy. The difference in
profits can be calculated using equations (10) and (15). The difference in price can be calculated using equations (9) and (14).
The quantity Qp = NB is the amountof software used by paying
customers in the economy with piracy and QNP = NH + NB is the

amountused in the case where piracyis prevented.All calculations
reflect those restrictionson parametersdiscussed in section 4.

Since the derivativeof this differencewith respect to 0 is positive for 7rp-7r*>
D
0, the result follows.5
Hence, if and only if the network externality is strong enough (0 > 0*), the
manufactureroptimallypermitshome consumersto piratethe software.Effectively,
the manufacturerprice discriminatesby charging a price of zero to the subset of
home consumers with valuations 5 > Z.
Comparative statics results are summarized in table 1. The table shows that
the attractionto the manufacturerof allowing piracy is increasing in the strength
of the network externality,the proportionof the marketthat is business oriented,
and the marginal enforcementcost. As the strength of the networkexternality,0,
rises, the manufacturerbecomes more concerned with the total number of users
and is therefore more willing to sacrifice some paying customers in order to obtain a larger user base. Similarly, as the proportionof paying users increases, the
profit lost by forgoing the revenue in the pirating group becomes relatively less
importantthan increasing the valuationsof non-pirates.Note that when piracy occurs, the equilibriumprice is higher and sales (Q) are lower than it is when piracy
is unprofitable.The lower sales to home consumers are compensated for by the
ability to extract a higher price from business consumers. Observe that increasing
the network externality,0, raises the profitabilityof piracy comparedwith that of
the economy without piracy because it raises, relatively, how much business consumers are willing to pay. In turn, this relatively increased willingness to pay by
5 To see that this critical value can be reached under the assumptionthat 0 < 1/(1 + t), note that
with c < 1, the root to 0* = 0 will occur at At < 1. Then, since 0* is increasingfrom zero and
1/(1 + i) > 1/2, there are values of the parametersthat satisfy the restriction.
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business consumers when there is piracy raises the price differential in the two
cases, indicating that with piracy the firm's optimal price reflects the fact that it
sells solely in the marketaffected by the externality,whereas if the firm does not
tolerate piracy,only a fractionof the buyer valuationsare raised by the increase in
the externality.Hence, since the increase in 0 raises prices relatively more in the
piracy economy, non-piracysales are raised relative to piracy sales. Increasingthe
proportionof business consumers,p, also increases the attractivenessof piracy,but
it has the opposite effect on the difference in price and sales. For this parameter,
the extra advantageto piracy is realized throughthe higher proportionof available
paying customers.
Summarizingthe results, the software manufacturerwants to make piracy costless if there are sufficient network externalities. If, instead, network externalities
are smaller, the manufacturerwants to increase, if possible, the expected piracy
costs, so that home consumers do not pirate. If the software manufacturercannot
raise piracy costs sufficiently high to induce many home consumers to purchase,
however, then softwaremanufacturersshould focus little effort on reducing piracy
in this group.
Further,the greaterthe proportionof the marketthat is composed of business
consumers, the relatively more profitableit is to permit piracy. That is, allowing
piracy tends to be more profitable when the software market consists primarily
of business consumers (e.g., the market for Lotus 1-2-3). Conversely, products
targetedat home consumersare less likely to find the piracy case more beneficial.
These would include home entertainmentsoftware. Because the business market
is so small in this case, the networkexternalitiesgeneratedby piracy in the home
market can have little positive benefit to the software manufacturer.Therefore,
unless the degree of the externality is very high, software manufacturerswould
prefer to preventpiracy. In fact, counter to this prediction, the evidence seems to
be that there is extensive piracy in home entertainmentsoftware.This likely relates
to the difficulty, and consequentlyhigh cost, of preventingpiracy in this market.
Software manufacturersin this marketdo expend considerableresources in trying
to preventpiracy,throughthe use of special codes and key disks for example. The
model predictsonly that softwaremanufacturerswould like to preventpiracy if the
cost is sufficiently low, not that they will preventit.
6. Discussion
To take this model as a serious explanationfor real world practicesin the computer
software industry,it is crucial that the assumptionson which it is based be examined. The key assumptionthatthe softwaremanufacturercan impose differentcosts
of piracy on differentgroups of consumers seems to be borne out in practice. Almost all anti-piracyand enforcementmeasuresare focused on business consumers.
For example, many manufacturersinsist that largerbusinesses use licence-counting
software in order to ensure that all software in use on a network is licensed. In
addition, the costs of being caught in an act of piracy can be very high for busi-
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nesses with fines of up to one million dollarsand up to five years in jail for officers
of the company (Financial Post, 28 May 1994, S 18). According to the Software
PublishersAssociation, threatsof raids in combinationwith increasedpenalties for
piracy have been enough to end illegal -use of softwarein larger corporations.
In contrast, almost no effort is directed at catching individual illegal users of
software. Indeed, industry organizations appear largely ambivalent towards very
small-scale piracy. This attitudeis exemplified by statementsfrom software manufacturerssuch as Bill Leethan,chief financialofficer of Berkeley Systems, who has
been quoted as saying thathis companydoes not care aboutvery small-scale illegal
use of software and prefers to focus its attentionon 'people profitingon our stuff'
(Howe Office Computing,Sept. 1994, 26(2)). Even if an illegal home consumer
were to be caught, the penalty is generally little more than a slap on the wrist.
Some recent licensing agreementshave even allowed employees of companies that
own a piece of software to copy it and freely use it at home. This difference in
enforcementexpenditurescan be partiallyattributedto better direct returnsto enforcementexpenditureon the business side of the market.However, this does not
negate the fact that the difference does exist and can be exploited by the software
manufacturers.
A second key assumptionis that the networkexternalitycrosses between the different groups of consumers:additionalconsumptionby home consumers increases
the value of the product for business consumers. It may seem strange to suggest
that the consumption choice of home consumers will influence the choice of a
majorcorporation.A majorgroup of home consumersand, consequently,potential
pirates, however, are the employees of purchasingcorporations.These employees
will be more productive if they can apply knowledge obtained from home use of
the softwareto the business environment.Furthermore,employees who bring work
home will need to use software which can read the same file format. These facts
provide incentives for business users to purchase software that is widely used in
the home market.
In discussing the utility of the model, it is useful for us to look at specific cases
where network externalities and piracy have jointly played an importantrole in
the softwaremarket.Two interestingcases centre aroundvery successful software
products,each of which helped to create new uses of computers.Lotus 1-2-3 has
often been creditedas the applicationthat sparkedthe initial growthof the personal
computer.This spreadsheetwas crucial in bringing the computer to the business
desktop, since it allowed users without programmingexperience to performfinancial and scientific modelling. Tasks rangingfrom the basic home budget to complex
scientific analyses could be performedin a simple spreadsheetformat.
Gandal (1994) shows that the network externalities are an importantfactor in
the marketfor computerspreadsheets.In particular,networkexternalitiesplayed a
large role in making Lotus 1-2-3 the dominantplayerin its softwaremarket.Its file
format quickly became a standardformat for interchangingnumeric data, not only
for spreadsheetsbut also for databases, accounting, and statistical programs.The
ability to read and write data in this format gave 1-2-3 an importantrole as the
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centreof a communicationsnetwork.As the programbecame more popular,a large
libraryof add-on products was developed by other companies, furtherenhancing
the spreadsheet'svalue. Most important,learninghow to make the best use of 1-2-3
requiredsignificanttime investmentsby consumers. Not only was time needed to
learn the user interface,but this programrequiredpeople to develop a new way of
thinking about data analysis. The more people who learned and passed on these
skills, the more valuable was 1-2-3.
Lotus 1-2-3 was one of the most pirated software products of its (lay. In the
context of our analysis, it is easy to see how this piracy may have raised Lotus's
profits: having a large base of legal or illegal home users greatly increased the
value of 1-2-3 to businesses. Ratherthan spending large amountsof time training
employees in the use of proprietaryanalysis tools, a company could exploit the
knowledge its employees had gained on their own time by using Lotus 1-2-3.
Additional insights can be gained from alternativecharacterizationsof the two
groups. Anotherpossible groupingof consumersof software is early adopters and
late adopters.Early adopters,largely home consumers,are less affected by network
externalitiesthan are late adopters,who correspondto business consumers. For a
ground-breakingprogramlike Lotus 1-2-3, it was importantto build a base of users
who could be informal teachersand advocates for the program.Lotus could have
price discriminatedintertemporally,initially chargingless for its product.However,
it could also simply toleratepiracy by early adoptersin orderto build value into its
productfor late adopters.If this interpretationis accurate,then Lotus should have
increased its anti-piracyspending as the productbecame more successful. In fact,
Lotus became one of the strongest proponentsof copy-protectiontechnology and
expended significantresourcestrying to preventsoftwarepiracy in the laterpartof
the 1980s. In practice, almost all anti-piracyspending is done by well-established
companies, suggesting that new entrantshave more to gain, or at least less to lose,
from piracy.
A second path-breaking software product is the Netscape Navigator webbrowsing client. This softwarehas a dominantmarketshare among programsused
to access the World Wide Web. There are many ways in which network externalities affect the value of this product.Although the general file format used for
web documents is based on a common standard,the hyper-textmark-uplanguage
(HTML), Netscape has added many extensions to its browsers that do not strictly
conform to the standard.Authors who use these extensions can have added features on their web pages, but these web pages work properlyonly if the Netscape
software is used to view them. The more users of Netscape software there are,
the more likely it is that authors will use Netscape-specific extensions, which
in turn increases the value of Netscape software. Web browsers can also gain
many extended features throughthe use of plug-in programs,which allow users to
view file formats other than HTML. These plug-ins often work for only one
brand of software, and since Netscape is the most popular web browser, it has
the biggest selection of plug-ins. Finally, like the other software discussed, web
browsers are very complex and require an investmentof time to master all their
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features. This investment is not easily transferredto browsers made by different
companies.

The owners of Netscape, in effect, have staked their company on the ability of
these networkexternalitiesto increasethe value of theirproduct.To maximize these
externalities,the company is overtly supportingpiracy of their softwareby making
fully functional evaluation copies availablefree of charge on their website. In this
way, Netscape seeks to build a large Internetuser base that will translateinto a
valuableproductto sell in the more lucrativeintranet market.The intranet market
consists of internal corporate networks that use the same network protocols and
software as the Internet.Because Netscape dominatesthe Internet(home) market,
the extensive supply of plug-ins and the wide user knowledge about the product
make it an obvious choice for intranet(business) customers.In this way, piracy in
the Internetmarketcan increase overall profits.
A related phenomenon that our model can explain is the practice of bundling
low-priced computer software with new computer hardware. It has become a
common practice for certain software manufacturersto distribute some of their
softwarethroughoriginal equipmentmanufacturers(OEMs) at prices substantially
below those charged in regular retail channels. The price difference between the
direct and the OEM market can sometimes be so great as to preclude simple
price discrimination;some software distributedin the OEM market is free. Our
model can reconcile this practice.There are two well-defined, and easily separated
groups: new computer users who buy hardwareand software throughOEMs; and
after-marketsoftware consumers who alreadyown hardwareand wish to buy only
software.
Substantialdifferences in willingness to pay between the two groups are easily
identifiable.Purchasersof bundled systems are most often new and inexperienced
computerusers. As such, their willingness to pay for any particulartype and brand
of software could be much lower than an after-marketconsumer who has a much
better understandingof the capabilities and limitationsof software products.
Interpretingbundled-systemconsumersas home consumersand the after-market
consumersas business consumers, our piracy analysis suggests that if the network
externalityis sufficiently strong, a software manufacturingmonopolist may find it
optimal to give away software in the bundled marketin order to benefit from the
networkexternalitiesin the after market.6
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